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Its cuisine is imbued with French, Spanish,

African and Vietnamese influences.

New Orleans is the cradle of American music,

from jazz to rock to hip-hop.

No other city in America is like New Orleans, it

can't be mistaken for anything but itself.

NOLA offers up round-the-clock nightlife.

New Orleans played a central role in the

building of the U.S. 

PHENOMENAL FLAVORS

INFECTIOUS RHYTHMS

BAYOU MELTING POT

NON-STOP ENTERTAINMENT

CENTURIES OF STORIES

I'm so excited that you've chosen to experience

this journey to New Orleans. It is truly one of the

most beautiful and enticing destinations in the

world. 

It could be the intoxicating jazzy melodies or the

voodoo magic at work, but something about this

sultry, sweaty Southern city entices and beacons

you to its bosom. New Orleans inspires

indulgence, I mean, look at the food options, the

music, and the wild, joyous, traffic-stopping

second line parades that seem to materialize out

of thin air. This city celebrates with unparalleled

verve and flair. This bustling melting pot of culture

and hedonism is like nothing you've seen before.

So, no matter where you're from, in NOLA, you feel

right home.

top 5 reasons to go
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Once you arrive at New Orleans

airport, you’ll be whisked off to the

boutique hotel by a private car service.

You’ll be greeted at the hotel, and

have time to get settled in your room,

take a luxurious nap or explore the

area. I invite you to join us for a private

mixer that evening to meet your

fellow guests. After the mixer, retire to

your room to rest, relax and reflect. 

What’s your story? Today’s about

hearing and creating stories, from

listening to talented storytellers to

telling your own as part of our photo

walk through the Magnolia District. In

the evening, you’ll get a taste of local

traditions. We'll head to a private

dinner and cooking demonstration,

where you'll learn the basics of

Louisiana cooking in a way you’ll never

forget! And, I have a VIP experience

planned for you at The Maison on

Frenchman Street to end your night.  

Ease into the day with a luscious jazz

brunch. After your meal, take some

time to yourself to explore and

introspect. In the afternoon, you’ll be

welcomed to exit your comfort zone

with a unique dance class inspired by

NOLA’s groundbreaking music. We

will conclude the night with a

sumptuous meal, where we’ll

welcome some surprise special

guests. 

Itinerary Summary

1
day 1

Begin your morning with coffee and

beignets from the renowned Cafe Du

Monde. Soak up the NOLA vibes as

the sounds of jazz fill your ears. Get

ready to explore the buzzing city of

New Orleans, you’ll experience the

beautiful neighborhoods, history and

food as we tour the French Quarter

and beyond. After, head back to the

hotel to get ready for our first

connecting session and sunset

cocktails. 

4
day 4

You can’t leave New Orleans without a

taste of Mardi Gras. Get into the spirit

with a behind-the-scenes look inside

the studio where the infamous floats

are made. Following lunch, our

experience will end with a special

final connecting and release exercise.

A private shuttle will take you to the

airport for your departure. 


